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We study one loop structure of the scalar sector of non-linear electroweak chiral Lagrangian
(EWChL) with a light (composite) H-boson up to four derivatives. First, we introduce rele-
vant Lagrangian terms in general parametrization of would-be Goldstone modes, taking into
account potential and finite mass of the scalar. Then we compute 1-, 2-, 3- and 4-point
functions and perform complete off-shell renormalization of the processes considered. On the
way we found new divergencies involving also the H-boson which cannot be absorbed by the
parameters of chiral invariant Lagrangian. We have demonstrated explicitly how these diver-
gencies can be removed by field redefinition, and therefore proved that they are non-physical
and give no contribution to the on-shell amplitudes. As a physical result renormalization
group equations are derived to be used for future H-boson data analyses.
1 Introduction
As far as discovery of H-boson has not been accompanied by appearance of further light states
one seeks for the solution of so-called hierarchy problem, or in simple words why is it so light?
Possible solution, H-boson as pseudo-goldstone boson was proposed long time ago1,2 and nowa-
days received further development 3,4. EWChL is a model-independent way to describe the
nonlinearly realized electroweak symmetry breaking enjoyed by those models. The present work
is aimed to clarify the issues of consistency and completeness of the effective Lagrangian at loop
level. It also prompts the expected size of coefficients of BSM effective operators.
2 The Lagrangian
We consider the scalar sector of the EWChL invariant under global SU(2)L × SU(2)R chi-
ral transformation. It has been previously studied 5,6,7,8,9 and fully derived in 10,11. In this
work the notations of the last reference are adopted. The building blocks are the scalar field
h and Vµ = (DµU)U
† with U(pi) being the Goldstone bosons matrix corresponding to the
SU(2)EW × U(1)Y → U(1)em symmetry breaking. Fields pi denote triplet of ”pions” – lon-
gitudinal components of the gauge bosons. In the scalar sector the Lagrangian can be sorted
according to the number of derivatives. In present work we go up to four derivatives:
L = L0 + L2 + L4 , (1)
−L0 = V (h) = µ
3
1 h+
1
2
m2hh
2 +
µ3
3!
h3 +
λ
4!
h4 , (2)
L2 =
1
2
∂µh∂
µh FH(h)−
v2
4
Tr[VµV
µ] FC(h) , (3)
L4 =
∑
i
ciPi , (4)
where functions Fi(h) = 1 + 2aih/v + bih
2/v2 have to be treated as generic polynomials in h,
coefficients ai, bi encode deviation of H-boson from the doublet structure; µ1 is kept to cancel
the tadpole divergence and set to zero after the renormalization. For explicit form of Pi – terms
with four derivatives and their expansions in terms of pi we refer to the original paper 12.
L0,L2 are used to derive both Feynman rules for the one loop calculation and correspondent
counterterms, while L4 serves as a source of counterterms only.
Custodial symmetry breaking term with two derivatives has been omitted, since its coefficient
is constrained to be small. Consequently for consistency at one loop level we do not need to
take into account custodial breaking counterterms in L4 as we do not consider neither Yukawa
terms nor gauge fields. Therefore all the Lagrangian terms preserve custodial symmetry.
When relations between bare and renormalized parameters are set, counterterm Lagrangian
is derived straightforwardly.
2.1 General U–matrix parametrization
Requirement of U(pi) having proper transformation properties under chiral symmetry group
does not fix completely the functional dependence on pi field 13. We consider expansion of U
up to pi4, since higher order terms do not contribute at one loop. In this case it can be shown
that the most general parametrization has the form:
U = 1−
pi
2
2v2
−
(
η +
1
8
)
pi
4
v4
+
i(piτ )
v
(
1 + η
pi
2
v2
)
+O(pi5), (5)
where η is unphysical ”parametrization parameter”. All the physical results will be independent
of η, therefore general parametrization is a useful tool for the sanity check of the expressions
obtained.
Some particular choices of the parameter up to O(pi5) correspond to the parametrizations
widely used in literature: η = 0 gives the square root parametrization U =
√
1− pi2/v2 +
i(piτ )/v ; η = −1/6 corresponds to the exponential one: U = exp(ipi · τ/v) .
3 Loops and divergencies
We performed explicit computation of divergent parts and renormalization of all possible 1-, 2-,
3- and 4-point one loop Green functions involving h and/or pi off-shell external legs and found
full agreement with previously known literature where only pi legs and/or on-shell Green func-
tions were considered 14,15,16,17. We adopted dimensional regularization and off-shell minimal
subtraction scheme as renormalization procedure.
By the off-shell renormalization we mean the matching of momenta structures with divergent
coefficients generated by loops on the one hand with the momenta structures of the counterterms
on the other. This procedure reveals the importance of some operators in L4 which are often
disregarded in the literature. In our set up none of them can be disregarded or traded by
equations of motion (EOM) unless full basis, including terms with fermions and gauge bosons
is taken into account.
Finally, the divergent structures which cannot be matched with the any chiral invariant
counterterms have been found, meaning this we call them non-invariant divergences (NIDs).
However those divergencies do not vanish individually as the external legs are put on-shell, all
the physical amplitudes, i.e. the combinations of all relevant Green functions giving divergent
contribution to the process are NID free. The problem of NID in nonlinear σ model has been
discussed long ago 18,19,20,21,22,14. Generalizing the approach of 14 to the case of the light
scalar in the spectrum we make pion field redefinition to remove NIDs from the final off-shell
answer.
3.1 Field redefinition
It has been proved some time ago that Lagrangians related by local field redefinitions, even
including ones with space-time derivatives are physically equivalent 23,24,25,26. In other words
if redefinition pi → pif(pi, h, ∂µ) with f(0) = 1 changes Lagrangian according to L → L + δL,
then δL piece is unphyscial. Our goal is to find a proper f to remove all NIDs. The minimal
redefinition is:
pii → pii
(
1 +
α1
2v4
pi✷pi +
α2
2v4
∂µpi∂
µ
pi +
β
2v3
✷h+
γ˜1
2v4
h✷h+
γ2
2v4
∂µh∂
µh
)
+
+
α3
2v4
✷pii(pipi) +
α4
2v4
∂µpii(pi∂
µ
pi). (6)
Treating δL as counterterm and matching it with NIDs we have obtained (∆ε is divergence):
α1 =
(
9η2 + 5η + 3
4
)
∆ε,
α2 =
[
1 + 4η +
(
1
2
+ η
)
a2C
]
∆ε,
α3 = 2η
2∆ε,
α4 = 2η
(
a2C − 1
)
∆ε
β = −
(
3
2
+ 5η
)
aC∆ε,
γ1 =
(
3
2
+ 5η
) (
2a2C − bC
)
∆ε,
γ2 =
(
3
2
+ 5η
) (
a2C − bC
)
∆ε.
(7)
Note that choice of η = −3/10 set all mixed pi − h terms to zero. To our knowledge this does
not correspond to any parametrization considered in the literature before.
Thus we determined field redefinition which removes all the NIDs.
3.2 Renormalization Group Equations
After counterterms have been explicitly calculated it is straightforward to derive RGEs. For the
resulting expressions we refer to the original paper 12. It is worth mentioning that some of the
terms in RGEs are weighted by large numerical factors, therefore even the couplings which are
small at low energies can be enhanced to the large values by running to the high scales.
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